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FOREWORD
This report presents the final results of one of the projects participating in the military-effect
programs of Operation Hardtack. Overall information about this and the other military-effect
projects can be obtained from ITR- 1660, the "Summary Report of the Commander, Task Unit
3." This technical summary includes: (1) tables listing each detonation with its yield, type,
environment, meteorological conditions, etc. ; (2) maps showing shot locations; (3) discussions
of results by programs; (4) summaries of objectives, procedures, results, etc., for all projects;
and (5) a listing of project reports for the military-effect programs.
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ABSTRACT
M1w primary objective was to determine the extent of chorioretinal damage caused by e~qwsure
to very-hig-attude, higb-ywed nmlr detmtlmons at distanaces at 50 to 350 nautical miles
fr i burt poist and to relate eqawIiial data to theoretical calculations. A correlated ob-
jeetive Vgto eutimte fr tie &ut derived frm these eiernts, distaoce imits beyond
'hich rvies I , a were st aviected to occur from awlear detonations at Ithese altitudes.

Pgnutd rabbts were emosed at varying distances from surface zero, on the Surface and
at aitme to the radlast therl energy from two very-bighaltitode, bursts. Burns were pro-
aced JIn all aniiAS at all staion wee lie-o--sighk vision prevailed.

Dring Sho 'Twak (". Ut at abu 253,00-foot altde), ehorioreinml burns averaging 0.5
-xw in danter wwe produced in rubliita eosed behind plexiglass in an aircraft at an altitude

at 15,1M tet and a slust raWe at 307 uutical miles frow the but poist.
* ~ ~ D f S'i = raug (3A8 W at aou 135,00-fot altitude), similar lesions were produced In

xa~ds eppsed baed pkulghm aircraft windows at an altitude of 34,000 feet and a slaut range
of 2 IMINR c Al mles F7 11ie am rst joist.

It to estboated dthetowwwMe burns in the rabtit ufgla 'well occur on thie surtace at Wrovd-
iswoeiy these *ame distances 'hcviewd with wc Intervening attewaxtor (plexiglass).

From thSm Aft it is tclcded that all rtnal burns occurring within IS0 AMIutCal miles
would produce aL persmant ueaRM in the Inumn. Macular twolvemeat eqwclly would reduce
visual acuity to AL =*tIWa level
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Chopter /
INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The primary objective was to determine the extent of chorioretinal damage caused by expo-
sure to very-high-altitude, high-yield nuclear detonations at distances of 50 to 350 nautical
miles from burst point and to relate experimental data to theoretical calculations. A correlated
objective was to estimate, from the data derived from these experiments, distance limits beyond
which retinal burns were not expected to occur from nuclear detonations at these altitudes.

1.2 MILITARY SIGNIFICANCE OF CHORIORETINAL BURNS

There is probably more concern in the military for the temporary scotomata of flashbllndness
than for the permanent chorioretinal burns per se. In the planned methods of saturation nuclear
bombing and with the added hazard cf antiaircraft missiles equipped with nuclear warheads, the
probability of scotomata resulting from viewing an atomic flash could be relatively high. Here,
however, the primary concern of the military must be for the physiological effect that might
negate the completion of the mission, rather than the resultant pathological change in the retina.
To this end, then, applied research is being directed toward development of eye-protective de-
vices to mitigate the physiological hazard (References 1, 2, and 3).

The chorloretinal burn is of minor medical significance when compared to the other hazards
of war-particularly a nuclear war. Nevertheless, basic research on the occurrence and se-
verity of chorioretinal burns at varying distances from nuclear detonations is required because
of the obvious necessity to deny certain areas to the civilian population during nuclear tests and
to establish precautionary procedures for personnel participating in such nuclear tests.

1.3 BACGROUND

For many years the clinical phenomenon of retinal damage caused by the radiant energy of
the sun has been known, and numerous cases have been documented. Most of these cases have
occurred while individuals, without eye protection, were watching solar eclipses; thus, this
type of retinal lesion es become known as eclipse blindness.

Because the fireball of a nuclear detonation attains Internal temperatures comparable to that
of the sun, the predicted thermal-energy release is of sufficient magnitude to cause concern
about retinal damage in humans who view the detonation without proper eye protection.

During Operation Upshot-Knothole (Reference 1), chorlorettnal burns were produced in the
eyes of rabbits at distances up to 42.5 miles from groundzero. Also, in four instances, retinal
burns were produed accidentally in humans at 2 to 10 miles distance. The burns resulted In
permanet cotonata in these Indtviduals. During Operation Redwing (Reference 2), chorio-
retinal burns were produced in the eyes of rabbits and small primates at distances of 2.7 to 8.1
nmtieal miles. Some of these burns were produced even though the eye was protected by filters.

T Isesm e iti amw e reougs a h d p n Aed fa es ,se 1M 1 es- iree frm
tin - qeursl oamstsa of le mapmec radiatio-mtily the visibe pesrim with
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some contribution from the infrared. In general, the difference in degree of retinal damage
varies with the rate of energy delivery per unit area. Because eclipse blindness is sustained
through a markedly contracted pupil, which limits the amount of radiant energy delivered to the
retina, this damage can occur only through protracted exposure. Other factors of importance
are, of course, the low rate of delivery of the radiant energy from the sun and the ability of the
retina to dissipate the heat by conduction. In the case of a nuclear detonation, however, a large
portion of the thermal energy may be delivered to the retina before the protective blink reflex
becomes operative. In addition, this exposure may well occur at night when the pupil admits
approximately 15 to 25 times the energy that a contracted pupil does in the same time interval,
this being only a function of relative pupillary areas. This fact probably accounts for the lack
of retinal burns during the Hiroshima incident, because the bomb exploded during bright sun-
light when pupils were well contracted.

During Operation Redwing, animals exposed to detonations in the megaton range at sites
where the total thermal radiation was of the order of 0.8 to 1.0 cal/cm2 did not receive chorlo-
retinal burns; on the other hand, animals exposed to detonations of much lower yield, at sites
where the total thermal radiation was as low as 0.13 cal/cm2, did receive burns. This was
probably a result of the longer time interval over which the thermal radiation from the higher-
yield detonations dissipated itself; much of the total thermal energy reached the exposure site
after the rabbit blink reflex (250 to 350 msec) had become operative.

Because, in Operation Hardtack, it was proposed to detonate high-yield weapons at high al-
titudes, there was grave concern as to the distances at which chorioretinal burns could occur
should personnel without eye protection inadvertently view the bursts. Studies were proposed
in an effort to establish distance limits beyond which chorioretinal burns would not occur.

1.4 THEORY

The eyeball in the human is nearly an inch in diameter and consists essentially of three sep-
arate concentric layers that are modified anteriorly to admit and dominate the passage of light
(Figure 1.1). Within these layers a transparent jelly (the vitreous body), a lens, and a fluid
(the aqueous humor) are present. The outermost layer, the sclera, is purely protective; the
innermost, the retina, is a light-sensitive recorder of images; and the intervening uveal layer
consists primarily of the chorloid, which is a nutrient vascular bed for tie retina. The chorioid
is continued forward as the iris and ciliary body to contain the intraocular muscles that govern
the focusing of the lens and pupillary movements.

The cornea is slightly more convex than the rest of the globe so that it forms an anterior
prominence. The sclera covers five sixths of the surface of the eye, leaving only two openings,
the anterior one that is filled by the cornea and a smaller posterior one for the exit of the optic
nerve. The cornea forms the transparent anterior portion of the eyeball and may be likened to
the crystal covering a watch face. Behind the cornea lies the anterior chamber which is filled
with aqueous humor, which is also optically clear. Behind the anterior chamber lies the lens
which, by changing its shape, controls the focus of light rays onto the retina. Between the lens
and anterior chamber lies the iris diaphragm which governs the size of the pupillary aperture,
thus controlling the amount of incident light. Behind the lens is the vitreous body, which is also
optically clear.

The retina is composed of ten layers histologically (the second of which consists of rods and
cones) and is a thin light-sensitive membrane, transparent in life (or faintly colored by the vis-
ual purple it contains) but an opaque white in death. It lines the whole interior surface of the
eye except where it is pierced by the optic nerve head at the optic disc (Figure 1.2). About 3
mm to the temporal side of the disc and slightly below it lies the macula. The fovea centralis
is in the center of the macla region. At the fovea centralis, all layers are depleted or absent
except the outermost which is composed entirely of cones. It is in this area, the fovea, that
visual acuity is maximal and visual acuity decreases on passing peripherally. Thes, at the
edge of the macula, visual acuity is reduced about 50 percent; at 7.5 degrees away it is reduced
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to about 75 percent; and at the extreme periphery to about 3 percent. Actually, acuity is maxi-
mal over a plateau 250 microns in diameter at the fovea.

The eye may be compared to a camera. Parallel rays of light are refracted by the cornea,
lens, and ocular media so that they are focused on the retina. Should a burn occur directly on
the fovea, visual acuity would be markedly decreased. Should it occur in the periphery, there
would be less incapacitation, depending on the size of the burn and its location in relation to the
fovea. Thus, the optical system of the eye acts as a focusing lens which produces a retinal
image of the fireball of a nuclear detonation. Because of this focusing effect, the intensity of
thermal radiation on the retina is much greater than the intensity incident upon the eye. Theo-
retically, neglecting attenuation by air and other media, the radiant energy incident upon the
eye will be inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the fireball. However, the

VISUAL
AI . ~.OPT IC AXIS

CILIARY

CILIARY .......

VITrREOUS." .. COI!E

"~POVEA CENTRALIS

I- O " EVE
CEWRL AWAIRY-

Figure 1.1 Schematic section of right eyeball.

area of the fireball image on the retina is also inversely proportional to the square of the dis-
tance from the fireball. The intensity of thermal radiation on the retina is, therefore, inde-
pendent of the distance from the fireball. The inference, then, is that if a fireball is capable
of producing chorioretinal damage, it is capable of producing this damage at great distances.
The only difference caused by increasing the distance is that the burn will cover a smaller area.
However, the attenuation due to intervening media (air, water vapor, dust, etc.) sharply re-
duces the distances over which burns will actually occur.

There are other factors that must be considered. The chorioretinal damage produced is de-
pendent on the rate of delivery of the radiant energy on the area of the fireball image, and on
the total energy delivered. If the radiant exposure at the retina is below the rate at which the
energy can be dissipated by the retina, there will be no damage. The total time of exposure
must also be considered. The normal blink reflex of about 300 msec in rabbits and 50 to 150
msec in man will limit exposure to that period of time. Only that radiation received before the
blink reflex becomes operative, rather than the total thermal radiation, is of importance in
causing chorioretinal damage. Data derived from Shot Yucca during Operation Hardtack (Ref-
erence 4) clearly maggest* that the total thermal energy for a high-altitude berst will be deliv-
ered in the order of 20 to 35 mec, which period is well before the blink reflex time.

A further consideration is the pupillary radius, because the energy deltvered to the retina is

13
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directly proportional to the square of the radius of the pupil. Because the pupil is larger during
darkness, the possibility exists that threshold distances might well be greater at night than dur-
ing daylight hours for shots of comparable characteristics. In addition, the attenuation of the
radiant energy by the intraocular media must be considered. Because there was no available
data on the transmission characteristics of these media, an arbitrary fractional-transmission
coefficient was selected, on the basis of transmission coefficients of similar tissue.

Other factors are introduced by a high-altitude burst. The reduced attenuation, higher ther-
mal output, and a shorter thermal-energy delivery time can result in chorioretinal damage at
distances and for yields that would present no problem for surface or low-altitude bursts.

1.4.1 Incidence Angle of Radiation at Observation Point. Of considerable importance is the
angle of incidence of the thermal radiation on the observation point. Very small angles of in-

RETINAL
VESSELS" ,,-"-

.. MACULA

• " FOVEA

OPTIC 'CENTRALIS

Figure 1.2 Drawing of posterior, inner aspect of the eye.

cidence imply that the radiation proceeds for a considerable distance through the dense lower
atmosphere and thus is attenuated more rapidly. In addition, the curvature of the earth pre-
cludes viewing the fireball at some given distance, depending upon the height of the burst and
the height of the observation point. For this experiment, calculations of various angles of in-
cidence were necessary to position the experimental animals as accurately as possible so that
a high probability of viewing the fireball would be attained.

Figure 1.3 is a plot of the angle of incidence as it varies with the distance, on the ground,
from ground zero, for detonations at 252,000 feet (Shot Teak) and 125,000 feet (Shot Orange).
In addition, the angles of incidence from these shots as might be experienced by aircraft at
various altitudes and at varying distances are shown in Figures 1.4 and 1.5. The expressions
from which these data were obtained are given below.

Surface observation point:

Y = cos- {S[I+H/(2R)- S/(8R)]

Where: y = angle of burst above horizon in degrees
H = altitude of burst in nautical miles
R = radius of earth (3,437.8 nautical miles)

14
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S = surface distance from ground zero, nautical miles (see Figure 1.6)

Altitude observation point:

S(I + A/R) 1+ H ) (I + A/R)

VA - I I 2( +jH H) S2(+A)2]
YA = cs (H -A) 2 + S2 (1 + A/R)2] 1 /

Where: yA = angle of burst above horizontal in degrees
A = altitude of observation, nautical miles

1.4.2 Threshold of Energy Required to Produce Retinal Burns. At the rates of radiant en-
ergy under consideration (greater than 5 cal/cm2 delivered to the retina in 0.2 second or less),
it has been estimated (References 4, 5, and 6) that there is a threshold of energy incident on the
retina required to produce retinal burns and that this threshold varies with the size of the fire-
ball image on the retina. Figure 1.7 (Reference 5) shows the variation of estimated threshold
energy with image size. The curve implies that the minimum image diameter that will sustain
a burn is about 0.1 mm.

1.4.3 Diameter of Fireball Image on the Retina. The diameter of the fireball image should
follow the simple law of geometrical optics:

F
dr = -dfib

Where: dr = diameter of image on retina, mm
F = focal length of eye
D = distance from fireball to image, cm

dfb = diameter of fireball, mm

The diameter of the fireball image on the retina was calculated using the assumptions that (1)
the effective fireball diameter would be 7 km for Shot Teak and 4 km for Shot Orange (References
4 and 7), (2) the distance was taken from the center of the fireball to the retina, and (3) the aver-
age focal length in the rabbit eye is 1.5 cm. Figure 1.8 indicates the variation of image diameter
with distance along the surface from surface zero. Figures 1.9 and 1.10 are equivalent graphs
of image size at various distances and altitudes in the ranges in which the airborne exposure
stations were positioned.

1.4.4 Unscattered Irradiance Dose at Observation Point. To reasonably position experimental
animals, it was desirable to estimate the irradiance as a function of distance from burst point (or
from surface zero). Because of uncertainties in the anticipated thermal spectrum and in the at-
mospheric composition, and the unavailability of appropriate air absorption and scattering coef-
ficients, an effort was made to estimate the unscattered irradiance as a function of distance from
surface zero for a range of assumed attenuation coefficients. The attenuation coefficients were
selected to correspond to narrow-beam transmissions at sea level for standard, clear, dry air
of 98, 95, 93, and 90 percent transmission per nautical mile. These assumptions gave the fol-
lowing coefficients:

k, = 8.346 x 10- ' cm 2/gm (98 pct/nm)

k2 = 2.128 x 10- 1 cm 2/gm (95 pct/nm)

k3 = 3.088 x 10- 1 cm/gn (93 pct/nm)

k4 = 4.382 x 10-' cmf/gm (90 pet/nm)

The transmission through an atmosphere of varying density and composition may be calculated

16
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by assuming an average attenuation coefficient, as above, or perhaps more realistically, by
assuming different attenuation coefficients for various portions of the path length. For -this
approximation an attenuation coefficient of 3.088 X 10- 4 was used up to an-altitude of 1 nautical
mile. A value of 2.128 X 10- 4 was used for that portion of the path falling between a 1-and 2-
nautical mile altitude, and 8.346 X 10- 5 was used as the attenuation coefficient above 2 nautical
miles.

The variation in air density with altitude was assumed to be exponential tnd to obeythe re-
lation

d = doe
- q H

Where: H = altitude in nautical miles
d = air density, -gm/cm3

q = 0.2324 (nautical miles)- '
do = sea-level air density, gm/cm3

The curvature of the earth was taken into consideration inthe calculations.
On the basis of these assumptions, the unscattered radiant exposure at the eye, Qp, in

calories per square centimeter is given by:

afpWkt X 1012 e-kI

H 2e) ' 1A~ [x - R-)x +RWhere: I1 = 18.492 x 104 do re q (if + e dx

0

Correspondingly, the unscattered radiant exposure on the retina, Qr, in calories per square
centimeter is given by:

Qr = TE (rp/F)1 (D/rfb)2 Qp

Where: a = spectral-attenuation factor (a = 0.5)
f = fraction of total thermal energy emitted during blink reflex
p = fractional thermal partition

Wkt = total yield, kilotons
H = altitude of burst, nautical miles
S = surface distance from ground zero, nautical miles

do = sea-level air density, gm/cm 3

k = air-attenuation coefficient, cm2/gm
q = coefficient of air density variation with altitude
R = earth's radius, nautical miles

rfb = radius of fireball, cm
F = focal length of eye, cm

TE = fractional transmission of eye system
rp = radius of pupil, cm
D = slant distance from burst to point of observation, cm

The results of the calculations using p = 1/i, f = 1, and Wkt = 4 Mt are given for Shots Teak
and Orange in Figures 1.11 through 1.14.

Using data from Figures 1.11 through 1.14 and 1.7 through 1.10, estimates of the maximum
diatses for which chorloretiml burns were antleipsted were obtained.

Notmtes of the uns attered radiant ewoure at altftde were rde neglecting'the Mwftture
of the earth. The empressioms used for these calculations were:

t0
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Atropine sate %/-percent solution, .was used for pupulary dilattion. jedation, when nmecs-
MarY, was accomplished withsadiumpentathol, or thorazine.

After Mht Orange, these procedures were -accompiisbed on the coutralateral -eye.
Slected Mbbtts were sNacrfficedman their eyes enucleated and pjreserved for fter gros

and micronopic putboogic -study at the-School of Avaton'Uedloine %MM), UL5AP; others were
r~etnd toIAM for long-term follaw-iup.
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CAuPtur 3

The dda~ed results axre shown in the tabes of this section. The pthotgy of the retial barns

,and the jilatogaphic evidence, bdth gross and aderoscopic, 4 -e discussed In Chapter 4.

3.1 SOW TIUM

3.1.1 'Thetmal Measurements. A sonary of the dAotao40 Prokect .8.1 is sbmwn tn Irafe 3.1.
A detuted discuss~on vt tese 40a as cogkinwd tn the Appeudbr- It vas technially tw~ssfte
to measure the radiant dose at the rutha 4dt this tfme, tat the exerteatal results tatifcate that

TA13LE 3.1 SUMMh~ARY OF IMENWALIEASREVIENTS, CLOUD COVER, AMD
RETIWAL LESION, MO!T TEAK

mo tng Pduat Mqwum Rsamid Lsion T" -o I~ oa
Surst POZAl at hion I(mere Lai) CodCvrt smao

mKI Tni ad1/air? U=

Jauwontislad 41 1.2 2.2 Clear Thuntaui
78ea" IS2MI 1.6 Strato UdmstwuIed

cumulus
MS Cov"MuU =5 0."6 0.99 Struto Thnabtruebd

IN Hathiti 301? 0.007 0.00 Stratao Obstracftd
Dumulus

S46 No. I m7e. - 1.8 Clear thobsatnK~od
B-36 NO. 2 173.8B 1.8 Clear tUnubtrufed

tSI30'7 e.015 t 0.5 Clear b*4ibtmWus

* IMReOYd *0TWml rethaumo.
t Msred tlrrat pluwiuhis aIrcraft wtadow.

Ihe asevomtinas voode for transmflosin of eum'gy through the media of the eye were reastoafe.
Table .3.1 abe I dwistes the typfe lod eaver at Shot time far the wartqms epsure Atts
wod *aeter the Inie of s**h froon the rui*,Io to the detamtion potnt w"a osiruted, its well its
the dhk~tr of 16"O'seastive lesi0Ms at each Sitfion.

3.1.2 Dlb*k-adim Time. 'No atwW~ vu md to vmasue IMe time reqaired for the rjfltst
to blink altr the *tw~fs at the ligh lah. Uink-raftex time ha been measured Previoaly,
wad it vus assumed t1W the btja thermal eneag from the detamutoa wold be deltmerd well
withi the W~fk-Ytt time. 1Tft, ft was only eessary to bow that the rAlbits' eyes -were
4*en &nhig tme time of the thermal Rash. Figure 3.1 is a rtprtsentatfve phutograph of the rab-
bit eyes token at Mhe time of the detastton. Table 3.2 ihnt-s the condftion of the ftbbits' eyes
at time of Ototion. the percent of Yvtal burns, and averWg ase of te burns.

vw he u allow~t @ o f~hj &veStct 4*04P we lown 'i Tome 3.3. 1*-
at ua* W~twW * whoMIa fte usosur e tisn okntsee wre 0he 'for ti
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Tigure 3.1 1ZNufttin af vi*tWb vyw
(open or ctamed) at ttme of dIutwoften wt
300-mile vmlhe-dttli, IWftLk

TABLE 3.2 COMMiTON OF RABBIT' EMh AT UJIJRE
lUIE, PERCENT RETINAL BORI, AMD AVER-

AGE BURN EZE, IMOT TEAK

lkatlm nwer of CIoue ptetimi Aw,!qphmmlm
flddit of Eye buns bismotr

ASm I ~ 3d6 Oe 100 2.2
ambkm 11 Opn 100 1.4

as olofl 12 Oln 100 0.19
ON lmhlti 12 Open 0

D46 Na. 1 4 Own 100 1.6
SNN.24 opn 100 1.8

C-917 8 Oven 100 0.6

W*DLE &.3 *UWIARY OF THERMAL MEASUREMEN7S, CLOUD COVER, AIM
RETINAL LOXK, SHUT ORANGE

lat 14 e- ftkt aqwmv RedoSI Loen '1*pi of Lime atft

bQVA Pont aVUftmdm

VIt imir *mut Ostaf

m~~~ s 0.'70 mt

tms anron t98 0.07 INS tto yalebat -
-aimfs

ms bela"n 141 0.0' 116 0 lkuto Otmard
rawafts

U6 *fl 0.4 cw asum

Smbwed yumw aim t .



TAML 3A CMUI OF RANW ETy AT UWOBRE
IS= PIIOT DEIUAL BV1,I AND AVZU-

Vbh~ mffE p amms XNi1 W~ami

mu Dm Ia

~C-97 Inz70 .

301" 3.503MIU W 291 UAMED AND IEASKRM RaAAT MaPSEM aaQ
Alm 1ANK MIAU7%

motba mahUfd Rhwl wbmmd mot asi~o sumum
owdo awwum wt R*aqUm2 F heN1 "We agaw if

lkuut Piut Obunqodon VOWu OrU490 PAit Imukr IWO

Shot 'TeAk:

"Ohmf '79 0.23 ".1 0." IA
- eomi1 1"5 0.05 0.006 0.a em9

%-WIND. 1 0 0."0 .0 ~ 01
11 73.5 0."6 - 0161.5

047 5Sol 0.01s; 0.01501 .

WB~mni 850.15 (.150.14t.

tumui 141 010M5 o01t (1.2

047 US .M; 0.96 *.4 I

"I~mg ftW4m~ Mod in' V-w eSnWMf C0O~ 1.



shot Table 3.3 also shows the type of cloud cover at shot time for the various exposure stations
and whether the line of sight to the detonation point was obstructed, as well as the diameter of
r eo P ative lesions. Figure 3.2 is a photograph of the cloud cover at shot time at the 141-
mie grond lation. Table 3.4 Indicates the condition of the rabbits' eyes at time of detonation,

the percn of retil burns, and average size of the burns.

3.3 S1NME"Y

A sinxouy ofi the cougnimsons between the preshot estmates and postshot measurements of
physical parannetwes is cotie In Table 3.5.



Chap/er 4

DISCUSSION
There are two major problems facing the flier who is exposed to a nuclear detonation-flash-
blindness and chorioretinal burns. Flashblindness is a term used to designate a transient loss
of vision following the exposure of the retinal rods and cones to extremely bright light. It is a
physiological response, results from the depletion of the photosensitive chemical substances
within the rod and cone cells, and varies in time (from 1 second to several minutes) according
to the duration and intensity of the light exposure. There is no anatomic change produced, and
the vision returns to its previous level of acuity.

The second category of primary disturbance is that of chorioretinal burns, an actual destruc-
tion of the percipient cells of the retina. Here again, the severity of the anatomical lesion and"
the final integrity of visual ability are dependent upon the magnitude and duration of exposure.
The burns can be caused by energy released in the infrared or in the visible light spectra. The
actual mechanism of production of the burns is simple; if intense light falls upon the retina at a

fast rate of application so that heat is absorbed into the cellular elements faster than it can be
dissipated by the chorioidal circulation, then heat accumulates within the cells and a burn re-
sults. The actual absorption of heat occurs in the pigment epithelium of the retina. If there is
a slight excess above tolerance, only the pigment epithelium may be damaged; a somewhat great-
er excess will damage the rod and cone cells, resulting clinically in a scotoma (a non-seeing
area in the visual field corresponding to the anatomic area of destruction of retinal cells). A
still greater excess of heat may destroy not only these elements but also the overlying nerve-
fiber layer which carries impulses from the peripheral retina; clinically, this would result in
a wedge-shaped sector defect in the visual field with is apex at the burn site.

The degree of incapacity following a chorioretinal burn will also be dependent upm the se-
verity of the lesion. wmultaneously with the production of the burn, there appears in the un-
destroyed tissue a halo of edema, which again is variable in extent. At some time following
the injury, the inflammatory process spreads into the vitreous body, causing haziness and
perhaps the appearance of floaters. Once again, these features are quite variable. Finally,
the inflammatory response G( the globe as a whole-sclera, chorioid, ciliary body, and other
portions-is determined by the extent of the destructive lesion. With so many factors to be
considered, therefore, the Incapacity which follows a choriorettnal burn cannot be predicted
wkt any accuracy. By its wry nature of vismal impairment, however, any amout of such
bauicap Is critkal to oe wbo 1ies aircraft.

4.1 ThCUOUE

The IA- kesim were measured as follows: the comparative unit of measure was arbi-
tari determined to be 1 grid mre, us ig the grid aperture of the standard Welsh-Allyn
d1irect qwq (htay-type h L e).Te diameter of the lesion was recorded as x-mmber
of grid smares. The diamer of the rborioret isl lesion of oe animal was measured in grid
*az** before d*eak; alter dath. the aniva's eye was apeard and the lesion actually measured
wfth a inme 4-allwr. The artml ste of the reIsal leIo was 2unm t diameter as measured
wftt te otI*er* and 5 grid srej In 4ameler as measured with the ophthalmoscope. There-
*we 1 pid was *al to 4,4 mam. Tie sixe o( al eortoretbml lesicas was calculated uing 0.4
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41-mile surface station.
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705-mile surface station.

73.6-mile air sua (B-I" No 1).
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73.8-mile air station (B-36 No. 2), Shot Teak.

I.M.i
307-mile air station, Shot Teak.

226-mile air station, Shot Orange.

88-m e surface staom Smot Orange.

Figure 4.2 Retinal burns in rabbit eyes
at four statiomns Sbots Teak and Orame
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Figure 4.3 Retinal lesion in left eye of Rabbit 70 exposed to Shot Teak
at 41-mile surface station and photographed at H + 10 hours. White oval
lesion with a yellowish-red halo surrounds a granular blackish-yellow
area in the center. It has 3 diopters of elevation and is approximately
2.40 mm in diameter. Subsequent examinations revealed that the lesion
became a mottled black-and-white area without elevation. However, the
lesion subtended the same diameter as initially.

40
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Figure 4.4 Retinal lesion in right eye of Rabbit 35 exposed to Shot Teak
at 73.8-mile air station (B-36 No. 2) and photographed at H + 26 hours.
White circular lesion with red hemorrhage is surrounded by a grayish-
white area in the center. Gray area is surrounded concentrically by a
white halo, gray area, and finally a yellow linear area. Lesion is ele-
vated 3 diopters and is 2.0 min in diameter.

41
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Figure 4.5 Retinal lesion in left eye of Rabbit 33 exposed to Shot Teak
at 73.8-mile air station (B-36 No. 1) and photographed at H+ 26 hours.
Circular fluffy -white lesion with a hole is surrounded by red pigment in
its center. It is elevated 4 diopters and is 180 mm in diameter.

42
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Figure 4.6 Retinal lesion in left eye of Rabbit 56 exposed to Shot Teak
at 79-mile surface station and photographed at H+ 12 hours. Circular
white lesion with a gray star-shape is surrounded by white. Superiorly,
there is red pigment; inferiorly, a floral-shaped area. This is surround-
ed by concentric rings from within-outward of yellow, red, and yellow
colors. The lesion has 3 diopters of elevation and is 2.0 mm in diameter.
Subsequent examinations showed lesion as wide as when first examined,
but the elevation (edema) was gone and it was black and white in color.

43
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Figure 4.7 Retinal lesion in left eye of Rabbit 75 exposed to Shot Teak
at 155-mile surface station and photographed at H+ 11 hours. It is a
pearly white oval-shaped lesion with a reddish center and has a peri-
pheral yellowish halo. It has 1 diopter of elevation and is 0.91 mm in
diameter.
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Figure 4.8 Retinal lesion in right eye of Rabbit 43 exposed to Shot Teak
at 307-mile air station and photographed at H + 26 hours. It is a circular
lesion with a white center surrounded concentrically by a black ring and
a yellow peripheral area. It has questionable edema and is 0.53 mm in
diameter. Subsequently, the lesion became much smaller.
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Figure 4.9 Photomicrograph of retinal lesion in left eye of Rabbit -70
exposed to Shot Teak at 41-mile surface station. Histology: This
:section shows an area of retina with .a loss of its pigment epithelium,

rod and cone layer, and outer nuclear layer. The inner nuclear layer
is disorganized, and the inner molecular layer is cystic and disor-
ganized. Adjacent to this area, there are :scattered clumps of -retinal
pigment and di-sorganized retina.
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3igure-4aO Thotonioer-ograp -frtiallstn m it z ye oRabt 2J
exposed to Shot Tieak at-73:B8-mileair :station (B3-'36-No. 2). Bistology:
An area not showni in this photogr~aph had totally lost the retial layers.
Except for -the pigment in -the chorioid, all pigmient has been dispersed
-fro-n the .area. 2Large areas .adjacent to the severely scarred area have
-disrupted reti-na myd -chorioid. Glial tissue is _present in the vitreous
cavity of -the globe.
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Me pitch, mol, or heading iniasru n wone avail- alMos1t identical for each station. This indicates that
Mhft. fr the I= *UIMU. Umwever, the dirct linm of th ratio of the radiant oergy incident at anW fixed
"Iftt ftr *Wi SP mo I I m 01 by clooda, and ec instant, in the wave-length region in which theme cells
ANY ... ~d arrOm. in ormulten womd vot be dig- were sensitive to the total incident radiant energ, was

uiinn~.constant tor theem stations. The joct that the values
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nearly the same shape from station to station, leading station to station for Johnston Island, US DeHaven,

to the sime conclusion as was reached in the first sen- and UM5 Cogswell in Rhot Teak. This indicates that

tence of the previous paragraph. the random error in the calorimeter readings was
within about 5 percent for these stations.

A.L5 Time ChareriLstc of Radisti. As stated Fnr the C-97 station, the ratio was close to double

in ection A.32, the pbotocell traes f SMt Talk dif- that for the other stations, Indicating, as mentioned
ferld markedly from those for aot Oranp. A hmq in Section A.3.4, either a spectral effect or, more

the same cells, etworks, galvanometers, ad opera- likely, an error in the single calorimeter reading
ting conditions were mosd for both shots, t was available for the C-97. Weighing these two possibili-
apparently a real difference in the time haracteristic ties equally results In a revised estimate of the ther-
of the two shots. Am accurate estimate of the time mal intensity at the C-97 station: namely, the value

characterisc of the'tbermal radiation cmot be made 0.015 cal/cm 2, with a random error within about 33
from The present data, becaue the photocells used perclt, instead of the value 0.010 cal/cm 2 given in
were selective In their spectral respe, sad the ratio Table A.1.
of nsergy In the emitive wave-length region of the For the station on the UB3 Hitohlti during Shot Teak,

photooels to the tow energy was probably not constant where no calorimeter reading was obtained because of
from ista" to Instant for the duration of the shot. A the low thermal intensity, similar reasoning based on

further complicstion lies in the fact that the time oon- the photocell readings gives 0.0001 cal/cm 2 as the best

stunt of the galvanometers may have been too great for estimate of thermal Intensity.

the rate of uatuamo on of the thermal radiation. No correction of the calorimeter data of Mot Orange,
on the basis of photocell data, can be made.

A.L6 Radiant Exposure. Table A.2 shows that the The corrected values of radiant exposure for Shots

rato of The photocell readings to the avrnage aiorium- Teak and Orange are given In Table A.3.
star reading was constant wfttn about 5 percent from
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